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August Practical Club Night - Jennie Starbuck
Hot and sticky with the threat of the tail end of a
hurricane – what more could we want? The humid
weather was not pleasant but it did not seem to deter
those members who were not away enjoying their
summer holidays from coming to see what was on
offer.
I don’t usually organise the August practical evening
– I normally do the Christmas one, and John Creasey
does this one – in fact, John had started organising it
by asking me to turn – then he found he had to have
a small operation on his knee sometime in the
summer, so he didn’t want to risk being incapacitated when he needed to sort out the evening
– so we swapped!
Last practical evening, the centre had set up the hall with rather too many chairs and it
seemed difficult for the turners to get the rapport with those watching the demo that really is at
the heart of the evening. You need members to feel they can ask questions at any time and,
as a demonstrator, you need to be free to respond to the questions by changing what you do.
If you can’t hear each other – things get a bit stilted and formal.
We thought we had solved the problem by asking the centre to leave the set up to us! I had
sent the committee a floor plan, and asked them all to help set up as they arrived. Imagine the
frustration to arrive and find the hall set up for a normal professional demonstration evening
with all of the chairs out!! My thanks go to the committee members who put away ¾ of the
chairs before Chris and I got there. We were also competing for tables with the ‘grand event’
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going on over the weekend – so ended up using the stash of heavy-duty, old tables that we
persuaded the centre to keep when they bought the new ones (they are vital at Open Day
when we have some very heavy items to put out on tables).
What more could go wrong…..? – Well, the edge of the hurricane arrived just as we were
setting up and members arrived. Equipment had to be unpacked from cars in a deluge that
went on most of the evening. I really felt sorry for some of the ‘happy campers’ set up on the
football pitch. Some of the tents and gazebos they were setting up didn’t stand a chance – but
by the end of a convivial evening of music (I think that’s what it was) in the bar, I doubt
whether most of them would have noticed that it was raining at all! At least it stayed warm for
them.
Paul Nesbitt welcomed everyone at the start of the
evening and then set up shop in the centre of the hall
where he had 3 tables full of items the widow of an exmember had asked us to sell for her. We can’t always
do this, but we always try to help. It is a huge amount of
work and involves a lot of mileage and time. However, a
lot of happy members went away with bargains clutched
in their arms and Paul raised over £400 – so thank you
all for helping us to help.
I had given Robert Grant a night off from sharpening. I
know how popular this is – but Robert is an excellent
turner and this time, I felt members needed to see what
he can actually do with his sharp tools a nd a large piece
of wood – so he was turning on the club Wivamac
(which he and Colin Rowe had repaired before the
evening started – the cable had been trapped and
worn and needed sorting by ‘elf and safety).
Following the excellent demonstration of spindle
turning by Gary Rance last month, I asked our
own President, founder member and professional
turner Bob French to demonstrate spindle work
on the new club midi-lathe. Being the founder
member, Bob has been a SAW member for 25
years (one of the few) and what he doesn’t know
about turning….. Bob is still asked regularly to do
large orders of items like stair spindles for people
– so he still hasn’t retired …. Once a professional turner, always…….
Alfie never ceases to amaze me. At the ripe old age of 11 he
has probably more demonstrating experience than most
members. It helps when Granddad is the chairman but it is
good to see how his confidence and skills have grown along
with his height! This time he had chosen to follow up the fruity
theme Gary Rance had left us with and he spent the evening
making fruit with stalks. Granddad had done some work on
Alfie’s rig and I noticed that Alfie seemed to be turning from a
very smart (smaller) platform this time. I guess he still has a lot
of growing to do but it’s clear how much he has shot up this
year!
I had done some arm-twisting to get Mel Martin to demonstrate
for us after quite a long break. Mel does a lot of model
engineering (metal) work at the moment but he still has a way
with tiny bits of wood. He was making miniatures –( this can be
a very profitable way to get an income from turning by the way
– have you seen how much dolls house collectors are prepared
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to pay for one-off turned items???? – and you only need tiny
pieces of wood!)
Mel had a few days to himself before the meeting, while his
wife was on a lace-making course - and he had strict
instructions that he had to get the hot water in the bathroom
working by the time she was back. Evidently finding the
cause of the problem (only a trickle coming from the hot tap)
had left him with lots of sorting out as he had to track the
blockage through the house, lifting floor boards etc. Luckily
(for him because he met the deadline – and for us because
he had hot water to wash in) he managed to get it done by
Friday evening and entertained members by making tiny
goblets with even tinier captive rings!
I was the other turner and I spent the evening making a
huge pile of shavings as I turned a 6” diameter by 2” thick
bowl blank into a bowl about 1.5mm thick – then with a 10” x 1” thick blank made a thin platter
– again about 1.5mm thick with a slightly thicker rim to add stability and to stop accidents
when people handle the piece. I call this sort of turning (when the piece is 1” thick or less)
‘Frugal’ turning. We all find the odd piece of timber that has been a shelf or something in a
past life and keep it, thinking we can use it one day. This sort of thickness can be glued into
a thicker block and turned – but I have been experimenting with ways I can use thinner timber
to make platters and still cope with the vibration you get with thin pieces. Hence ‘frugal’ –
because it is a way to use up odd thin scraps.
I know it is impossible to remember all the tips with one viewing – so I have put together a
series of articles on how to make the 4 thin shapes I currently demonstrate and if you want
them, just email and I will respond attaching the files. I have also put together a booklet of
techniques I use for decorating and a file with lists of things I use and suppliers – not so you
buy things necessarily from my suppliers – but so you can get some ideas about what to
search for on line. There’s also a file about how to use my indexers. The 7 files are all pdf
files so you should be able to open and read them. Just email me jennie@starbuck.me.uk and
I will send them.
I didn’t get to look at the ‘Show and tell’ table or see who won the bottle of wine for the plum
that took Paul’s fancy! Hopefully our editor did and will add it at the end!
My thanks go to everyone who took part, Bernie Walker, who manages the competition and
our 2 judges, Colin Spain and Richard Davies – thanks to the turners – all our usual helpers
on the office, shop, raffle and tea hatch and to the committee for all the work they did during
the evening. Also a huge thank you to those of you who stayed to clear up on such a
miserable evening. It was a real group effort!
Jennie Starbuck

Some of the evenings finished items.

Jennie Starbuck

Robert Grant

Alfie Bradley-Nesbitt

Mel Martin
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TOP TIP
A simple depth gauge for hollowing can be made from a strip of wood about 9” X 0.5”X
0.25” and an old 5mm (or close) knitting needle, metal is best but plastic or wood is fine.
Drill 2 holes one in the middle and one around 2/3 along so that the needle is tight fit. Use
the bulbous head of needle inside work to measure depth, sometimes having it offset
makes life easier as you can then lay wood strip along opening of hollow form and see
where head of needle is.

August Competition
It is my intention to include in the newsletter those competition entries that score either 9.5 or
10.
Seeing how you have put the effort in to create a piece that has been awarded such an
accolade, it seems a shame not to let your fellow club members revel in your pride and joy. So
in future there should be 4 or more pictures here, at least 2 from both Standard and Open
competitions. As usual the August night had pieces of high quality, all worthy of merit and it
was Richard and I that had the task of judging those that would go forward to the Turner of the
Year Award. Many congratulations to the winners.

Standard Competition

Colin Rowe
Open Competition

Brian Mitchell

John Mathisen

Your judges

Denis Findlay

Rodney Goodship
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Paul’s Postings
Hello one and all.
Firstly I would like to let you all know that my son is well and making a good progress, he gets
tired very easily, but, as they say it is early days yet.
It seems like only last week that I wrote my last pages report, how time flies as you get older.
So what has happen over the last two months?
August we had the practical evening with a wide variety of things going on around the room. I
was kept busy through the evening selling tools etc for an ex members widow and I raised a
lot of money for her, so thank you all for taking part. The winner of the Chairman’s challenge
was Colin Spain for his plum. Well done and I hope you enjoyed the wine.
The September meeting I missed but understand yet again I missed a good evening. I am
sure we will be seeing him again.
The next event was the Rural Life Museum. The weather was on our side this time. We had
five lathes on the Saturday and six on the Sunday. Not many people about on the Saturday
but Sunday was very different. They had a classic car show on and had over 400 cars
present. This of course meant we had lots of people to talk to.
Then the following weekend we were at the Guildford River Wey Festival on the Saturday.
Again the weather was on our side. We had 5 lathes working. The morning started quiet but
the afternoon we were kept very busy. We managed to sell some items and gave ten percent
to the National Trust who ran the event.
That brings me to the present, so that’s all for now.
Best regards to you all.
Paul

S.A.W and Facebook
Some of you are aware that the club has a Facebook page and at
present we have some 26 members, but that leaves an awful lot of you
that are not part of it. Now I/we know that many of you don’t participate
in things computer related and that’s fine, obviously, and we
understand why. It’s the “didn’t knows” this is aimed at. Our current
Vice President David Bracken set it up and yes he is still a member.
You do need a Facebook account to join us, but if you have one
already it’s easy. We are a “Secret Group” in other words only our club
members can join, and we can only be seen by our members that have signed up for it.
Once in Facebook just do a search for Surrey Association of Woodturners and then click
“Join” then I as an administrator can check your eligibility i.e. are you a SAW member? If so
then I will notify you. The advantages being, you can post pictures of your work, ask
questions, see what other members are up to, we can let you know of sudden changes,
maybe you have a woodturning tool you need help with, or one to swap or even sell (within
reason). If you need help in setting up a Facebook account let me know and I will do my best
to talk you through it. Colin Spain
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A Bristol Challenge – Jennie Starbuck and Mike Openshaw
I was invited to demonstrate at Bristol and Avon Woodturners in
September. It was my third visit to this highly motivated, active club. We
have been using the woodturning course that they developed for their
members as part of our own mentoring scheme for a number of years.
They have the added resource of a fully set up workshop available to
members where they can do their mentoring! I spent some time talking
about Mark Baker’s editorial in the last ‘Woodturning’ – he was
suggesting we set ourselves more challenging projects. We have the
new competition this Open Day involving ‘movement’ – it seems that
Bristol & Avon set themselves challenges like that every month!!!
One of the members, Mike Openshaw, told me about a project he
recently completed and gave me permission to pass it on to you.
Here is his chatty description, with by some splendid diagrams and a
couple of pictures!
Jennie
One of our monthly competitions had as its theme the enigmatic title "Tall
and Thin" and this immediately suggested to me a lamp -post. Originally
I thought I'd be clever and turn the column in one piece to the maximum
my lathe (ML8) could cope with but I discovered that the wood I'd
earmarked for the project had a major knot which couldn't be
circumvented so I was forced to make it in two parts.
The design came from an ad on line for the "real thing" (which
incidentally sells for £1000). The photo wasn't very high res so it wasn't
easy to accurately measure dimensions from the 6"x 4" print I made, so
a certain amount of artistic licence was applied. The only dimension I
could get from the ad was the height to the base of the lantern so by
accurately measuring that I was able to work out the scale. Having
decided that my column would be 30" high it was a matter then of scaling
up - I'm not CAD-literate so my scale drawing was done in the good oldfashioned way. The column and base were quite straightforward except
for the curved fluting at the lower end which necessitated making an
adaptor/fixture for a small "router" (actually a Lidls special I won in a club
raffle!) but it was the lantern which made me think, since I'd decided to
make it in the way that the original would have been manufactured. The
frame appeared to be of welded
angle-iron so I made some scale
angle and glued the whole thing
together in a simple jig. The pyramidshaped roof was made from a solid
block which was then hollowed out to
reduce the weight which would have
to be supported by four very flimsy
curved brackets - these latter were
bent around a hot soldering iron and
secured to the lantern base by
means of four "thumbscrews" which,
although made to resemble actual
screws they were in reality glued in
place. For the lantern windows I used
the clear plastic sheet from an A4
folder.
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I
was interested in what you said about LED lights (this is from
my description at the demo of a project I did for an exhibition
this year) because I'd bought a couple of dozen LED-powered
colour-changing “tea lights" as part of the decorations for my
other half's 70th birthday party last year and it just so
happened that one of these would just fit inside the lantern.
The finished article was duly exhibited at the meeting but my
entry was beaten by George King's "Pocket Trumpet" which
was an inch or so taller than my lamp - post but, as I reminded
George, it might have been taller but it didn't have a flashing
light on top.
I hope you find the photos interesting - of course, I should
have paid more attention to finish etc but apart from time
restrictions I also felt that this is a utility object and so the
originals would not have been made as art gallery exhibits, but
perhaps that's really a cop-out!
Mike Openshaw

TOP TIP
Super Glue – When storing Super glue smear Vaseline
around the nozzle before replacing the cap this stops the
cap becoming stuck. Also it is better to store your Super
glue in the fridge, stops it going hard. (ask wives
permission first and watch out for children).

September Club Night - Gerry Marlow
At our September meeting we were very pleased to welcome, for the very first time, Gerry
Marlow and his wife Christine and have him include us in his world tour. Gerry explained that
for a native of God’s own country (Yorkshire) anything south of the Watford Gap is another
world for him.
Gerry’s interest in woodworking started, like many of us, at school and he was fortunate
enough to maintain this interest throughout his career in the electrical industry. After taking
early retirement Gerry turned to woodturning and in 2003 he was invite join the Register of
Professional Turners as a member of the AWGB. He now teaches and demonstrates
throughout the UK.
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On his present tour as he moves around the country in his
motorhome Gerry expects to visit five or six venues from Birmingham
to Kent to Newcastle before returning to his present home town just
north of Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
The subject of tonight’s presentation was, given the time of year, very
appropriately a Christmas Decoration. In keeping with his policy the
finished product was presented to the club for either Auction or raffle
on the basis that any monies raised are donated to a charity of the
clubs choosing. In our case this year it will be Help for Heroes.
The decoration would consist of three principle elements, a central
perforated body, a lower final, all topped off with a crown unit.
The Body
For the demonstration Gerry started with a block of Lime (other
timbers are available and at home he would normally use Sycamore)
approximately 80/90 mm square and 150mm long. For demonstration
purposes lime is preferred as it is better for the hollowing part of the
process.
Stage 1. The block is mounted between centres and
turned down to a round circa 70mm. Gerry then fitted a
Ball Turning Jig on the lathe Bed. The Jig was fitted with
a Spindle Gouge which was adjusted until he achieved
bevel rub and then advanced a fraction to lift bevel off of
the timber. Gerry pointed out that as the gouge was in a
jig the guidance of the bevel was not so critical and the
slight lift reduced vibrations whilst turning.
The Tailstock end is then turned down to form one half
of a ball with the gouge advanced between cuts. N.B.
Once the shape was to the desired effect Gerry made the final cut without advancing the jig,
merely exerting a degree of lift to the gouge. This produced just enough additional
advancement to produce the desired finish cut. This curve will form the top of the body.
Stage 2. The Headstock end of the block is now turned down to create a long spigot to the
size of your chosen jaws. Care is taken to ensure that
enough full width timber is left to create the lower half of
the body’s ball. Gerry then reversed the gouge in the Ball
Turning Jig and turned the Headstock (lower) end of the
body. This curve would cover approximately a quarter of
the circumference of the body.
The final result will be a shape similar to an upturned pear.
A smooth ball progressing into a narrow neck, which in
turn will migrates into a thin finial. But at this stage you
should have a long spigot with a three quarter complete
ball on top.
Stage 3. The block is mounted in the chosen jaws and the tail stock used to ensure it is true
and square.
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At the head of the body Gerry intended to fit a small battery operated light unit which when
operational would create a gentle glow from within the decoration. At this stage he first
measured the diameter of the light unit and then transferred these dimensions to the end of
the body. And using a small parting tool marked out the end just short of final dimension.
A guide hole was then drilled on the end in preparation for hollowing. Hollowing followed
normal rules up to the point of finishing the inside with a scraper. In most instances the cutting
disc on a scraper is fitted to the top of the bar. Gerry showed how he had inverted the cutter
and by rotating the bar presented the cutter from the lower position. This he said lowered the
centre of gravity and rotation and increased stability.
For demonstration purposes Gerry hollowed the ball down to circa 5mm, pointing out that at
home with his own lathe he would normally seek a wall thickness nearer to 3mm.
When hollowing it often occurs that a “pip” will be created at the bottom of the hole. Gerry
suggested removing this with a scraper with the lathed turned off merely levering the scraper
up across any pip whilst manually rotating the item between scrapes.
Finally the entrance hole is expanded in the top to the desired diameter using 120 grit on a
stick, slightly squaring off the ball shape at the edges.
Stage 4. Gerry then turned his attention to the head stock end of the block and turned down
the transition area to create the desired profile before removing the body from the waste
element of block.

Stage 5. From the waste material Gerry turned a jam chuck to fit the top opening. Fitting the
body into the jam chuck to decorate the external surface. Gerry used a Decorating Elf
Texturing tool, but any suitable decorating tool is acceptable, having dropped the lathe speed
to around 800rpm. Once decorated Gerry then fitted an 8mm drill to a Jacobs chuck held in
the tailstock and drilled a hole in the tail of the body. This was to accept the finial later in the
process.
All surfaces were then sanded down to 320 grit in preparation for colouring.
Stage 6. The body was then decorated with spirit stains, dabbing the selected colours over the
surfaces, starting with the darkest and progressively adding more stain until a final complete
covering is made with the lightest colour.
With the lathe turned off the body was then treated with a covering of Liming Wax.
Once set the lathe was turned on and clear wax applied. This process removes elements of
the liming and exposes the stained areas. The more the unit is treated with clear wax the less
liming and the more stain becomes visible. The balance is down to personal choice.
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Stage 7. In order that light may be transmitted from within the ball it was now necessary to
create a series of cuts in the body. In Gerry’s case this involved mounting a motorised cutting
blade, originally developed by Keith Rowley, above
the body and by means of the indexing feature on
the lathe making a series of cuts into the body of the
unit. With only a slim blade and 24 index stops Gerry
did one full rotation and then rotated the body
sufficiently to achieve a second set of cuts midway
between the first set. 48 cuts in all.
The final result is a body circa 70mm diameter and
90mm long, hollowed to 5mm decorated with 48
slots each 45mm long and decorated with wood stain
and liming wax.
The finial.
After all the intricacies of the body it feel good to turn to something a little less complex. The
essence of the desired design is long and slender. Gerry’s end result was 170mm long and
circa 15mm diameter at its widest point. However, he pointed out that the shape and style is a
matter of personal choice and balance.
N.B. Only critical point is to ensure that the top of the final has an 8 mm spigot to facilitate
fitment to the body. To measure the diameter as he turns it down Gerry uses an 8mm spanner
with the points rounded off, as this is much less liable to move than callipers.
The Crown.
This element has to fulfil two functions, firstly to hold the lighting unit and secondly to provide
the means of hanging the finished ornament. In construction it consists of three pieces firstly
the crown, secondly the button and thirdly finial.
Stage 1. The crown is turned from a square block circa 60mm square and 35mm thick.
First he mounted the block between live centre and closed jaws and turn to a round, creating a
1.5 inch spigot at one end and drilled an 8mm hole through the centre. He then remove unit
and created jam chuck to receive spigot.
The block was then attached to the spigot and he created a recess suitable to hold the light
fitting. NB this required a two stepped cut to allow for fitting to be glued in without interfering
with the switch on top.
He then flared out the sides to match radius of ball so that when fitted it reflected the curvature
of the ball.
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Removing the unit he create another jam chuck to hold the unit in reversed position then
turned down the outside to match radius of inside shape.
As a final touch he used a drum sander to create six concave cuts to the circumference of
then crown.
Stage 2. The location of the light fitting switch was noted and a 4mm hole drilled through the
crown to coincide with the switch. This is obviously a very important element of the design so
great care is needed to ensure that the hole and switch align.
Next task was for Gerry to turn a small button from a piece of 6mm dowel. The stem being
able to fit smoothly through the 4mm hole, whilst the bottom was slightly larger to prevent the
button falling out and the whole long enough to make contact with the switch on the light fitting
without jamming.
Stage 3. The final piece of the puzzle is a small cap finial, this time short and stumpy. Again
design is personal choice but essential it will need an 8mm spigot, to allow fitment to the
crown, and a 3mm hole drilled through its length to allow a fitting string to be installed for
hanging.
Final construction.
Gerry separated the light fitting into two pieces. The outer sleeve he glued into the whole at
the top of the body.
The Crown finial was glued to the crown and a hanging thread installed. The button was put
into situ and then the lighting element glued into the recess in the crown. Once all is dry the
crown can be screwed into the body using the thread of the light unit and casing.
Finally the tail finial is fitted.
The end result is a beautiful and graceful Christmas decoration which would hold pride of
place in many families’ celebrations. As mentioned at the start the piece was donated to the
club to help raise fund for our chosen charity and will be raffled at a future club meeting.
As a closing note he suggested that any user be careful
which colour they left showing if
they intended to hang it in a
window.
This was a very full demonstration
delivered in a friendly, informative
yet
professional
fashion.
Throughout the evening Gerry’s
enthusiasm and humour were
clearly evident. The appreciation
all present was made clear and
we look forward to the opportunity
of inviting him back at some future
date.
Report by David Stratton
Also congratulations to Jim Gaines on winning the bottle of wine for his square box.
Well done.
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S.A.W. at Rural Life Centre
The Surrey Association of Woodturners was invited yet again to demonstrate their skills at the
Rural Life Centre at Tilford on 20th & 21st September.
At the Rural Life Centre we had six lathes set up with a variety of objects being turned, from
pens to fruit to bowls and boxes.
Our turners this time were Peter Hart, Dorothy Read,
Rodney Goodship, Paul Nesbitt, Alfie Bradley-Nesbitt,
Jennie Starbuck, Chris Starbuck, and John Creasey on
the Saturday; same again on Sunday with the exception
John was replaced by Paul Raubusch. I think this is the
first time in many years I
have not turned, as I have
not been too well, but I was
there stewarding along with
Paul Sternberg and Douglas
Boud.
The threat of rain, and being overcast on the Saturday kept the
numbers down to literally a handful, as it turned out only a
spatter of rain ensued, not worth mentioning really, but this did
not detract us from having a good time. Then on Sunday there
was a classic car show on as
well, the sun shone and visitors
were out in droves. There was
always someone to talk to.
During Sunday afternoon Paul Nesbitt gave some tuition to
Ann Foster a newish member. Ann was keen to hone her
skills and whilst I am finding her a mentor I thought it would be
a good place for her to get a bit of hands on tuition in the
meantime. She is in the throes of making a turned bud vase
with some turned flowers and I believe hand crafted leaves.
Paul was giving her guidance with the vase; I can’t wait to see
the finished article.
There is always a lot of interest in Rodney’s puzzles and we
always have a table with them spread out on and the children
have a great time trying to solve them, and I have to say it is
not always the children, the parent also get a kick out of it and
the kids love it when their parents get it wrong. There was also an impressive display of turned
items for visitors to behold and we get a kick out of talking about what we have achieved. We
are allowed to sell but really we are there to support the club, and the Rural Life Centre
certainly helps us do that.

Report by Colin Spain
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Open Day Competitions 2014 – Final Reminder
The entry forms for the competitions on Open Day will be available from
the Open Day page on the club website from August 8th. There will be
some copies on the Club Table at the back of the hall.
The competitions are judged by the 2 professional turners for Open Day –
this year that will be Mark Baker and Andrew Hall.

Main Club Annual Competition – open to all members
As usual, you can enter up to 3 spindle pieces and 3 faceplate pieces for
this competition. The rules can be found in the club handbook which is available on the
website if you cannot lay your hands on a copy. Your competition level is printed by your
name on the register every month. First place winners in each category are given an
engraved tankard while second and third placed winners receive medals. Coming first, second
or third currently moves you up to the next competition level for the following year.

25th Anniversary special competition - open to all members
All members are entitled to enter one piece in this competition which has a theme of
‘movement’. All pieces entered must move in some way. They can be as simple as a pull
along toy with rolling wheels or as complex as an automaton. The piece should be ‘mainly’
turned. It can have any kind of finish – plain /painted – it’s up to you. It should show ingenuity.
If it reflects the club’s 25th anniversary, that would be a bonus. The competition will also be
judged by the 2 professional turners for the Open Day. The winner will get £25 and our
admiration.

Inter-club Table top competition – The President’s Gavel – Invited
members only
The chairmen will be inviting 10 members to represent the club on the
SAW table-top. These pieces should not have been exhibited or
entered for an Open Day competition before but can be pieces that
have been entered for a round of the club competition held on
practical evenings or have been displayed on the show and
tell/chairman’s challenge table. All 10 pieces will be entered free into
the Open Invitational Competition which is open to all members of the
other clubs taking part (Cheam Woodturners, East Surrey
Woodturners, Middlesex Woodturners, Orchard Woodturners, Forest
of Bere Woodturners)
The winning club gets to keep the trophy (The President’s Gavel) for
the following year – and, of course, they get bragging rights
– SO….. YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!!!!!
If you are asked to provide a piece for this competition, please treat this as the honour it is
supposed to be.

Inter-Club Open Invitational Competition – open to all members except the 10
invited to enter pieces for the club table-top entry- it is also open to all members of
participating clubs
Any member can enter one piece this competition. The only rule is that it is mainly turned on a
woodturning lathe. In order to defray the costs a little, there is a £1 entry fee, payable on the
day, for this competition.
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A few more pictures from The Rural Life Centre – Classic Car show

They have everything from old, very old and
down right quirky.
This little red number is a Morris 8 and when I
was 11 my uncle had one of these in dark green.
He met us at Plymouth Station, we had gone no
more than 200 yards and as we went around a
bend the passenger door came open and I went
out, I banged my head on the kerb, but was so
scared I was back in the car before I passed out.
Explains a few things don’t you think? CS

Members Adverts.
New Rules: Adverts will be carried over two issues of the newsletter and will then be removed
unless advertisers let the editor know they wish to keep it running, and let the editor know what
has been sold so their advert can be updated.
As of the January issue members adverts will be published at a donation of 10% (to help with
printing costs). The committee rely on the member selling to be honest about that which has
sold. Donations by cash or cheque made payable to Surrey Association of Woodturners
and either sent or given to the editor or the treasurer.
Widows of late members selling tools no donation required.
All others, including ex-members and non members as usual a donation of 20% of what is sold,
but this would be at the committees discretion.
Only adverts giving full contact details will be considered if ex-members or non-members a name
and phone number is not good enough.
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